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Session VI

Semantis of Stateharts

Abstrat: We disuss the entral onepts and deisions for

various possible semantis for Stateharts (and the \real"

implemented one).

Literature: Dissertation Kees Huizing: \Semantis of reative

systems: omparison and full abstration", Eindhoven

University of Tehnology, 1991.

In partiular the following pages are relevant:

� \Everything you always wanted to know about

Stateharts", Huizing and de Roever.

� \On the semantis of reative systems", Huizing and Gerth.

And:

Chapter 6 of \Modeling Reative Systems with

Stateharts", by David Harel and Mihal Politi.

MGraw-Hill, 1998.
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9 Semantis of Stateharts

9.1 Summary of previously disussed material

(fr. �rst lesson)

� There is a fundamental dihotomy between transformational

systems desribed by the relation between initial and

orresponding �nal states, i.e., their input/output behavior,

and

� Reative systems, whose only purpose is to maintain an

ongoing relationship with their environment.
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Brok-Akermann Paradox

The Brok-Akermann paradox explains why reative systems

annot be haraterized by a funtion mapping sequenes of

inputs to sequenes of outputs.

� Consider two systems, a one-plae bu�er and a two-plae

bu�er. If you onsider these transformationally, they display

the same initial-�nal state behavior.

in: ab : : :

out: 1. e.g. aba : : :

2. e.g. aba : : :

not aba : : :
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But if the output of these systems is fed bak, and merged

with their input they behave di�erently. (See transpareny)

� What's needed to haraterize a reative system is reording

the relative order of inputs and outputs, i.e., the way they

are interleaved.
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Central Deisions for a Stateharts Semantis

� Semantis of reative systems is state-based

� Observations are sequenes of pairs of inputs I and

orresponding outputs O, i.e., of pairs of the form (I; O).

In pratie a reative system is therefore desribed by

sequenes of the following form:
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=)
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1
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1
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2

=)
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2
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=)
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3
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� Transitions don't take time, time is spent in states.

This has a simple reason: the reation of a reative system

to environmental inputs should be always well-de�ned. As a

onsequene, state-hanges shouldn't take time.
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Berry's synhrony hypothesis

Reation time between input (i.e., trigger) and orresponding

output (i.e., response) is zero.

Why?

� Reall that individual reation times are too ompliated to

handle, abstratly, on the high level of spei�ation Stateharts

are aiming at.

� a �xed non-zero reation time wouldn't allow transition

re�nement.

� Unspei�ed reation times lead to haos, and is not desired at

a high level of abstration.

=) Only one reation time satis�es all riteria: zero! For:

� Now transition an always be re�ned

� spei�

� deterministi
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Detailed Argumentation from Lesson I

Possibility 1 : Speify a onrete amount of time for eah

situation. This fores us to quantify time right from the

beginning. Clumsy, and not appropriate at this stage of

spei�ation where one is only interested in the relative order

and oinidene of events.

Possibility 2 : Fix reation time between trigger a and

orresponding ation a within e/a (the label of a transition)

upon 1 time unit.

Doesn't work: Upon re�ning question/answer to a

question/onsult and a onsult/answer transition, there's a

hange of time, whih may have far reahing e�ets (beause

of tm(n)-events, e.g.)

=)

A �xed exeution time for syntati entities (transitions,

statements, et.) is not exible enough.

Possibility 3 : Leave things open: say only that exeution of

a reation takes some positive amount of time, and see at a

later stage (loser to the atual implementation) how muh

time things take.

Clumsy, introdues far too muh nondeterminism.
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Reation time of a system (2)

Summary : We want the exeution time assoiated to reations

to have following properties:

� It should be aurate, but not depending on the atual

implementation.

� It should be as short as possible, to avoid arti�ial delays.

� It should be abstrat in the sense that the timing behavior

must be orthogonal to the funtional behavior.

=)

Only hoie that meets all wishes is zero reation time.

As a result all objetions raised w.r.t. the possibilities mentioned

on the previous page are met!

� Now, for instane, upon re�ning transition question/answer

from previous page into two transitions, the reation time of

this re�nement is the same as that of the original transition.

� Objetion 3 on the previous transpareny is resolved, too.

� Finally, also objetion 1 (on previous transpareny) is met,

beause 0 + 0 = 0!
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Berry's Synhrony Hypothesis

� Is Berry's synhrony hypothesis implementable?

Yes, if the input frequeny is low w.r.t. the time required for

omputing response.

� However, this hypothesis leads to a number of ounterintuitive

onsequenes, if arried through.

Careful: the following example does not desribe the

Stateharts semantis as implemented in Statemate.

a ^ d is a generated trigger, sine we assume the reation time

to be zero. A onsequene is that transition t

3

is taken!!
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Combination with Negation

The synhrony hypothesis leads to problems if ombined with

the possibility of heking the absene of signals (the latter is

ustomary in the synhronous world, and a possibility not o�ered

in the asynhronous world):

If a is absent, i.e., : a holds as ondition, transition t

1

is taken,

i.e., b is generated, and hene t

2

, i.e., b/a is taken, generating a

within the same time unit, i.e., in zero time, hene transition

t

1

should not be taken.
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This is alled the \Grandfather paradox".

It's solution is to order event ourrenes ausally, with later

events not inuening earlier events:

:a � b � a

Note here: this ausal order has nothing to do with the

passage of time; it merely refers to ausal hains within

one time step.
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The new semantis

� This leads to a semantis of the following form:

Micro-steps

expressing
causal order

Time, measured by Macro-steps,

where a macro-step is a sequence of
micro-steps which cannot be prolonged

� Maro-steps are observable steps =)

O

I

� Eah maro-step is a sequene of miro-steps, that are ordered

ausally; one miro-step an never inuene previous miro-

steps.

� In Stateharts as implemented by Statemate ausality is

trivially obtained beause in Statemate events generated in

one step are only available in the next step, and only for that

one. I.e., there is no ausality within one step.
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Problems with this new semantis

� The problem with maro-steps is that they lead to a globally

inonsistent semantis, i.e., transitions are taken in one

maro-step whih aren't generated globally.

S

1

=)

b

;

S

2

=)

a

b

S

3

Here absene of triggers generates presene of triggers, whih

violates their absene within the same step (not globally

onsistent).
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� These onsiderations lead to the fundamental question:

Is a semantis for suh languages possible whih satis�es

all \reasonable" assumptions? I.e., whih is both good

for program development and for program omposition?

The answer is NO.

� This is a serious problem. As it turns out, the semantis with

maro-steps indiating passage of time, and re�ned by ausally

ordered miro-steps is a basis for a ompositional semantis for

Stateharts in whih the semantis of a onstrut is a funtion

of the semantis of its parts. But this semantis turns out to

be too diÆult to handle for the engineers of I-Logix, and of

Israeli Airraft Industries, its main ustomer for the Statemate

system.

� Hene looking for a \best" semantis makes a lot of sense.

What our theorem below says is that, in a ertain sense, there

is no best semantis. However, it does leave some room for

the searh for ever better semantis!!
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There is no \best" semantis for Stateharts

Let's list a ouple of desirable properties of suh a semantis:

Responsiveness: Reations are simultaneous with their triggers

| this failitates re�nement of transitions from a high to a

lower level.

Causality: Without a ausal order of the miro-steps inside a

maro-step, harts s.a.:

would trigger eah other, whih makes no ausal sense. Suh

harts are exluded imposing ausality.

Modularity: Modules an be omposed on the basis of their

maro-steps, i.e., the external interfae of a (parallel)

omposition of modules is of the same nature as their mutual

interfae w.r.t. eah other. (This is inspired by a paper by

Pnueli and Shalev)
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Impossibility of a Semantis being Causal,

modular, and responsive

Modularity, ausality, and responsiveness an be mathematially

expressed; the impossibility of all three being satis�ed

simultaneously beomes a theorem, proved in the paper by Huizing

and Gerth.

However, also intuitively this is lear:

� Causality and responsiveness leads to

examples in whih both a and its absene :a our within

the same maro-step =) no global onsisteny =) no

modularity

� Modularity and responsiveness imply there exists no

satisfatory semantis for the example above. This hoie

is made in the synhronous language ESTEREL, in whih
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examples as the one above are exluded on syntati grounds

by a ompiler.
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9.2 Classi�ation of possible semantis for

Stateharts

Next we list a few possible semantis for Stateharts, semantis

A { E, of whih E is losest to the one atually implemented in

Statemate, and disuss the anomalies allowed by them (inluding

those of the implemented semantis of Stateharts).

Semantis A

Events generated as a reation to some input an only be sensed

in the step following that input. (This is a hoie made in the

implemented semantis of Stateharts.)

Anomaly: no simultaneity of ation and reation, i.e., no

responsiveness.

In semantis A the trigger a ^  will not our:

This example makes lear that in semantis A the moment of

generation of an event is too important | a too detailed analysis

of harts is required for adopting it.
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Semantis B

In order to overome the problem with semantis A, absene of

responsiveness, miro-steps are introdued, with events sensed in

the next miro-step.

Then, in the previous example the third transition is taken.

Consider now the trigger b ^ : for the third transition; the

transition is taken, beause in the seond miro-step, event  is

not yet sensed. This example also works for semantis A.

Disadvantage: Semantis B is too subtle to be of any pratial

use; same objetion as to semantis A.
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Semantis C

Requires global onsisteny of every miro-step. The reation of

the system to an input should

� not only be enabled by events generated in previous miro-

steps

� but also by events generated in the full maro-step.

As a onsequene, the b ^ : transition is not taken.

This example is exluded in semantis C, leads to ontradition.

I.e., syntatial means must be found to exlude it, as done in

ESTEREL by a ompiler.

This makes a lot of sense, as evidened by the onsiderable suess

of ESTEREL of G�erard Berry.
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However, this semantis is not modular. This implies that a

modular development of the system is umbersome, sine every

developer has to know the detailed miro-behavior of the other

proesses. Hene, this semantis is appropriate for top-level guys

only, and that's what G�erard Berry's rowd onsists of.
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Semantis D

All events generated during some maro-step onsidered as if they

were present right from the beginning of the maro-step.

Semantis D allows

to be taken: reations may trigger themselves. I.e., semantis D

is not ausal.

Note: In semantis D, the external world does not generate an a

event!

Conlusion: This example should be rejeted!
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Semantis E

Events are generated at the next step, but no input from the

environment is possible before the reation of the system has

ompletely died out.

This semantis is heavily non-modular, sine one maro-step may

ontain several steps of the A semantis. Events remain ative

only for the duration of suh a step, hene, in one maro-step

an event an be ativated and deativated several times, thus

leading to a muh more omplex interfae between subsystems,

than between the system and its environment.

S1 S2 S3a/b b/c

Generation of event a leads the system eventually to state S

3

.

S1 S2

a/b

b/a

In semantis E, as in the implemented semantis of Stateharts,

this example leads to an in�nite loop (the so-alled: \go repeat"

mode): try it out yourself!
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Situation

No \best" semantis =) still room for better ones

The situation is summarized in the following �gure, showing how

eah semantis is an attempt to improve on the other one:

A B C D

E

responsivenessmodularity

responsiveness modularity

causality

What to do? The searh is now on for better semantis

1. Several leaner semantis have been proposed, notably by

Florene Maraninhi. She opts for semantis D, in whih both

harts suh as example C and D are exluded, resulting in

Argos semantis:

a/e e bhvr
handler

Generation of event a leads to exit transition e being taken.

This is alled non-preemptive interrupts.
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The Argos semantis leads to a leaner onept of state-

hierarhy in whih inter-level transitions are not allowed.

Probably a too heavy investment in their \old" semantis,

manyear-wise, prevented I-Logix from adopting the leaner

Argos semantis of Maraninhi in Statemate.

2. Huizing and Gerth propose a ompositional semantis in whih

the ausal hains inside a module are hidden from its external

behavior. This proposal has not yet aught on.
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9.3 Stateharts as Implemented

This leaves us with the semantis of Stateharts as it is

implemented in Statemate. Computing that semantis is a fairly

involved algorithm, only reently (1996) published in a paper by

David Harel and A. Naamad.

Operational semantis

We desribe the ontents of the system status, and the algorithm

for exeuting a step.

The status inludes:

� a list of states in whih the system urrently resides;

� a list of ativities that are urrently ative;

� urrent values of onditions and data-items;

� a list of regular and derived events that were generated

internally in the previous step;

� a list of timeout events and their time for ourrene;

� a list of sheduled ations and their time for exeution;

� relevant information on the history of states.
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The input to the algorithm onsists of:

� the urrent system status;

� a set of external hanges that ourred sine the last step;

� the urrent time

The step exeution algorithm works in three main phases:

1. � alulate the events derived from the external hanges and

add them to the list of events;

� perform the sheduled ations whose sheduled time has

been exeeded, and alulate their derived events;

� update the ourrene time of timeout events if their

triggering events have ourred;

� generate the timeout events whose ourrene time has

been exeeded;

2. � evaluate the triggers of all relevant transition reations;

� prepare a list of all states that will be exited and entered;

� evaluate the triggers of all stati reations

3. � update the history of states;

� arry out all omputations presribed by the ations in the

list produed in the seond phase;

� arry out all updates alled for by the ations

� update the list of urrent states.
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Synhronous/Asynhronous Semantis

Synhronous Semantis: Environment interats with the

system after eah step and time advanes. This is oneptually

quiet easy and appropriate for synhronous hardware. But,

the system's reation on the external input has to be simple

(ompare with semantis A).

Asynhronous Semantis: Synhrony Hypothesis: system may

reat with a hain reation. External input only in stable

states. Easier to model omplex systems, abstration from

real-time. But, the implementation has to be shown to satisfy

the assumptions of zero reation time.
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